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About This Game

Join Pixel as he quests through gaming history, teleporting across the most iconic video game systems of generations past. He’ll
have to jump, dodge and play smart if he wants to survive all the traps, puzzles and enemies waiting to take him down at every
turn. Move, think, jump or die is the motto Pixel must live by if he wants to unlock the next console on his historic journey.

Enter into a living, playable museum of video game history: A museum that spans across three decades, featuring 19 historically
inspired consoles and over 100 levels to conquer. A museum of sharp things, meanies and free falls - in which you will die. A

lot. And the fun’s just getting started.

Whether you’re nostalgic for these classic consoles or it’s your first time experiencing them, now it’s your turn to make gaming
history!

*As a thank you to those who have supported Life of Pixel, we have upgraded existing users to Super Life of Pixel for free!
Right now, the Super edition is only available on PC. Mac and Linux users, or those on PC who prefer the original Life of Pixel

experience can still play the “classic” version by opting in through the “betas” tab.

Step 1: From your library, right Click on Life of Pixel or Super Life of Pixel, and click “Properties”

Step 2: Click on the “Betas” tab and select to opt-in to the “classic” build and hit close. The classic version of Life of Pixel will
download and be available in your library. You can always choose to switch between the editions at your will.*
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GAME FEATURES:

Inspired by the 8 & 16-bit Eras
Take a journey with the wizened Professor Pixel and revisit the golden age of gaming. Featuring a massive variety of beautiful

pixel art from classic 8 & 16-bit game systems, such as Amiga, SNES, Mega Drive, Commodore 64, Apple II, Game Boy, NES,
Atari 2600, ZX Spectrum & Master System!

Revisit Classic Games
Look out for nudges to console classics like Mega Man, Castlevania, Zelda, Streets of Rage, Shinobi, Metroid, Wonder Boy,

Pitfall, Sonic & more. Revisit computer legends such as Turrican, Uridium, Jet Set Willy, James Pond, Rick Dangerous, Prince
of Persia, Impossible Mission, Exile & lots more.

Loads of Secrets!
Dozens of special secrets to uncover and experience. From silly little touches through to great big mega-epic secrets! Look out

for jetpacks, bubbles to fly, trampolines, hidden rooms and maps, aeroplanes, skateboards and even a Sinclair C5!

Awesome Power-ups
Special power-ups and equipment with levels featuring puzzles and secrets only accessible using Pixel's new found abilities. Fire
pixel from a cannon, reach high areas by bouncing on a trampoline, use the Super Potion to defeat enemies, smash the baddies

with the mine cart, deploy the Bomb to destroy walls and uncover hidden secrets!

Chip Music Goodness
We've worked with amazing chip musicians such as Eric Shumaker, Gavin Harrison, Rob Lynch, Ashton Morris and others to
create a fantastic chip music soundtrack for the game - and not forgetting the sound effects too! All audio created with either

the original hardware or VST based emulation.

Steam Leader Boards
Compete online against other players from all over the world to earn the best level completion times!

Steam Achievements
Earn your dues and show what you are made of, while honing your platforming skills.

QUOTES:

Recommended by Shuhei Yoshida @YOSP
(President of Sony's Worldwide Studios)

"Really loving LIFE OF PIXEL (aka semi SUPERMEATBOY for VITA)! Playing the Atari 2600 levels is like stepping back in
time!!:)"

David Jaffe @davidscottjaffe
(Video Game Designer/Director)

"Life of Pixel is brilliantly clever"
Punk and Lizard

"Life of Pixel is a likeable precision platformer with a fantastic visual style"
PushSquare.com

"Need a new game for your PS Vita? I recommend the awesome Life Of Pixel."
RetroGamer Magazine
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I would definitely recommend this game. It captures the feel of the board game and is actually a good way to learn it. The bugs
seem to have been worked out for the most part by the patch 1.2.. I have fond memories of these games from my childhood.
They were created as simple adventure games, meant to get you thinking about how to solve puzzles using your wits and
whatever items you picked up along the way. Many of the situations would have multiple options on how to resolve them,
leaving you to figure out which method was the best way to solve it for the greatest score. You also had to learn how to plan
ahead, as some puzzles could not be completed without the use of certain items, so you had to figure out the intended order of
completing things. Definitely recommend these games for those who are nostalgic like I am, or are looking for a fun set of
games to pass a bit of time on.. This is a very unique FPS game that is a blast to play! Still needs some polish, for sure, but I
cannot wait to see where this goes! Devs are super friendly, too!. The preview campaign is really good, can't wait to play the
complete game. Highly recommended.. Boring RPG maker game with attempts at self-aware humor that misses more often than
it hits.. Nice graphics. Really enjoyed the game. I'm addicted and wasn't to unlock ALL the turrets!. Something a little bit
different.

There are elements to be enjoyed in this game, both solo and with a team of friends.

A good light hearted romp, it is repetative and the narrator who initially starts off very entertaining soon wears a little thin with,
it's camp but it's a little phoned in as the game progresses.

It's pretty short campaign wise and I think the price is way over the top for what you actually get, it feels like a £24.99 title, I
wouldn't pay anymore then that for it with the current content.

Graphics are generally very nice, not triple A but detailed and fairly varied, it's also VERY well optimised for a change, sound
track is alright, some of the characters are more entertaining then others, weapon sounds are a little off. Match making and
voice coms work faultlessly, at least they have for me, very easy to get a match with your friends started, did not try playing
with randoms.

Worth a buy in a deep sale to play with friends, I doubt you'll have long to wait.. I am so glad they ditched whatever system they
were trying to put together in Thrones of Britannia. This installation of Total War is absolutely phenomenal. With a steep
learning curve that is made pretty user-friendly via excellent tutorial, this game brings city management, character management,
and army builds to a whole new level. There's a large gap between the 'kind' of game this and previous historical total wars, but
this time, unlike ToB, that gap is perfectly executed and fine-tuned into a game that has removed my skepticism of future Total
Wars all together.

Now if only we could get them to remake Medieval 2....
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I'd really like to recommend this, but I just can't. If you're into arcade-style racing games this is pretty fun, but be warned that
there are some major flaws in the game design.

1. The unlocking system is hopelessly illogical. You'll unlock events that you'll need a race car to have a reasonable chance at
winning before you ever have an opportunity to unlock a race car.

2. The game does not react to nor restrict your car selection. As such, most of the events cease to be challenging at all once
you've unlocked a better car.

3. Rubber-band AI that reacts to your score. This may sound neat in principle, but in practice it means that racking up several
thousand points to earn a larger time bonus will result in the computer-controlled cars getting impossible speed increases and
streaking off into the distance. This becomes even more ridiculous if you're driving a fast car with a setting that gives you a lot
of extra points: You can be boosting constantly and still never catch up to people on the track, even though you'll "pass" them by
several seconds after accounting for your time bonus.

4. Broken bonus mechanics for certain cars. If your car gives you a 50% point bonus for doing something, you'll have those
points added to the score as you do the trick, then ANOTHER 50% of that already inflated value after the trick is completed.
With some end-game vehicles that offer 150% bonuses for drafting, it's possible to rack up 8000 points before the first corner,
which will result in the AI overreacting to your score in the way I described above.

5. There is *ZERO* online community for this game. As such, unless you can convince several friends to get the game and set
up a server, you're not going to get those achievements or be able ot mess around online.

6. Controller issues. The XBOX controller is treated in a generic fashion, resulting in semi-unhelpful tooltips telling you to press
"JOYBUTTON0" to boost or "JOYBUTTON4" to match another car's speed. It also seems you have to explicitly go into the
menu and tell the game that you intend on using a controller before it will respond to that input at all. Bizarrely, pause is
permanently bound to the controllect's "Back" button.

7. Engrish. A minor nit-pick, but still worth mentioning. It doesn't look like they had anyone proofread the tutorial. Garbage
Ship

The Guns
The guns are ok in the lower tiers and have a good chance of starting a fire but once you get uptiered to T8 then its useless.The
shells are fast,reload fast,rotate at ok speed but one huge drawback is the range only 13.9 and on top of that it can fire over
mountais so most of the time you are playing this ship you either have to find a low island to try to shoot over or hide in smoke
and we know how that turns out.The ship doesnt come with any secondaris but its ok its guns are always ready to fire no matter
what.The Anti-Airguns are non existant there is no AA and with all AA mods it cant do anything so for CV mains you can just
get a free kill if you see a marblehead and they only thing the Marblehead can do is use its figher plane and even that does
nothing.

The Armor
The ship has the same armor as the Omaha but i fell its more eaiser to citidel beacuse it doesent matter if its the bow or stern it
will get citideled and for ships who use AP and see this ship broadside it will die withing a matter of seconds if you dont belive
me try it.The ship can kind of tank against small shells on its nose using AP or HE but sometimes will get you citideled so watch
out.

Torpedoes
The torps on this ship is absolute garbage they are extreamly slow that they match the speed of aircraft carriers or a small
destroyer and the damage is very low only 5K in one torp.One time I ever saw use was when I was fighting a Kongo,I was
undetected,I launched 3 torps and 1 flood,He took it out,then when he came around the corner I used my other torpedos on the
otherside and did 13K dmg with flodding and then I reversed because it takes 30 seconds to reload the torps to I drop more torps
and finally killed him.If you are planning to use torpedos with this ship you better be within 1-2 KM to make sure it actually
does something.

Detection
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The detection range on this ship is horrialbe 13.1 so if you play on small maps you are going to be spotted most of the time you
are in the battle and it gets annoying so you have to pick "priority target" to know who is shotting you or else you will get one
tapped.When you get the detection expert then it gets "fun" with a detection range of 11 KM.

The ship is ok for its price,it performs ok,matchmaking will decide your fate,. While TSS is not quite my favorite DROD game
or a good entry point into the series, it is no doubt the best one as a pure puzzler and by all rights one of the biggest and best
pure puzzle games ever made as well as a fantastic culmination to the series.. I'd recommend if you buy it you go with low
expectations. For a 5 dollar game it's bad but, for a indie game when you have nothing to do, it is very addictive. There is a skill
ceiling and it is pretty fun to evolve as a player. I recommend it but only on sales. While the game works fine, it's repetitive and
barely increments on its premise: throw the Glaive. You end up with one tired arm (your other arm is worthless), a twisted up
VR headset cable, and very little sense of accomplishment.
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